WVCC Seeking Funds; Will Accept Commercials

BY PETER FRANKLIN

The Beaver Broadcasters (WVCC), the College's radio station has requested and received permission from Dean James S. Peace, Student Life to accept advertising contracts that will enable the station to function on a self-supporting and possibly a profit-making basis.

Several other colleges throughout the nation have entered into similar arrangements with advertisers. In exchange for the mention of their products on the air, they may enjoy the upkeep of the stations.

According to Vancouver program director, the station will request $250 from President Buell to finance a special Fund today. The money is needed for a microphone, a turntable and record player. Provided with these items the station will be able to go on the air.

According to Jasnowski, advertisers will not sponsor programs in the station's already-scheduled programming. WVCC cannot begin operations until the necessary equipment is obtained.

The amount of revenue received from the advertising contract will depend on the size and type of programs presented, and the size of the listening audience.

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology radio station receives $4,800 a year, because of a smaller listening audience, WVCC hopes to get between $600 and $800 a year from commercials.

The station will broadcast from

'Students Who Are'

Thirty seniors at the College have been selected for the position of 'Students Who Are' in American Colleges and Universities. Students were picked on the basis of outstanding undergraduate service to the College, and participation in extra-curricular activities. Among those selected were:


All those selected were chosen by George Grant, William Herman, Tinhocher, Leo Kats, Nicholas, Samuel S. Peregov and David H. Pfeffer.

The elections were also held.

SG Sponsors Driving Class

Starting April

Applications for a Driver Education course are now available at the Student Center. The program is sponsored by Student Government (SG).

Two courses will be offered. One is a nine-hour class of driving and will cost $30. The other includes four hours of hydromatic driving for $25. There will also be four one-hour lecture classes. Lessons will be given near the College.

The program will begin on Thursday, April 12. Further information can be obtained by calling the Fordham Auto Driving School at 307-5757.

Films

In addition, the course, the Driver Education Association of the Fordham College will show two films on Thursday, March 22, in Room 106 Wagner Hall. Admission is free.

The Driver Education program was inaugurated at the College last spring by SG President Leo Kats.

Last term more than 30 students participated in the course.

Flick...

The film "A Star is Born," starring Judy Garland and James Mason, will be shown Monday and Tuesday in Town Hall. Admission fee is 30 cents.

Dean Daniel F. Brophy

Report Alters Finley Center Management

Dean of Students Daniel F. Brophy has amended his plans for the governing structure of the Finley Student Center, incorporating revisions proposed by students at last week's Board of Directors meeting.

The operational plan for the Center released yesterday by Dean Brophy provides that the Day and Evening Session Student Governments of the Center will, in effect, be separate bodies responsible to their respective governments.

Dean Brophy after his original plan called for a Board of Student Managers composed of Day and Evening Session representatives. The members were to be directly responsible to Dean James S. Peace (Student Life), Director of the Student Center.

Liaison Provided

The SG managing agencies of the two sessions are still called the Board of Student Managers in the new plan, but provisions are made for separate operation. Liaison between the student groups and the administration is provided for through a committee composed of members of the student groups and Dean Peace.

The statement explaining the revision of his original plan, Dean Brophy said that discussion had made evident the difficulty of finding a common meeting time for the groups but that it had to meet frequently. "Furthermore," Dean Brophy stated, "the need for liaison with the groups exists as long as the student organizations are functioning and will have to be maintained on a continuing basis simply as a matter of good administration."

Dean Peace said last night that further responsibilities in the operation of the Center would be delegated to students if they demonstrated that they can effect­ively carry out their present responsibilities.

Revisions were also made in the plans for the Board of Ad­visors. The new plan creates a standing committee on the Board and provides for at least two meetings a semester of the board and its advisors, making the committee more effective and meaningful.

Commenting on the new plan, President Dean Brophy, said, "This plan is greatly to be pre­ferred over the original plan, I hope that it will be a solution to equitable management of the Center."

"I am confident," he said, "that students will carry out their present responsibilities effectively, and any additional responsibilities that may be delegated to them in the future."

Hillel Presents Purim Festival

Hillel will hold its annual Purim Masquerade tomorrow at 8 PM at Hillel House, 140 West 140 St.

Included in the evening's entertain­ment will be a Purim Shpiel, to be performed by the Hillel Players, led by Losz Zuckerman. Refreshments will include the traditional "Hamantaschen," served on Purim to commemorate the defeat of the tyrant Haman.

All those attending the func­tion are asked to wear costumes, those coming without will be provided with masks. Tickets to the function are $3 for Hillel members, and seventy-five cents for non-members.

Today at 1PM, Mr. Marnin Feinstein (Classical Languages), professor at New York University, will speak at Hillel on the subject "The Poetess Rachel." Refreshments will be served following Mr. Feinstein's talk.

Debate...

Students are invited to at­ tend the annual Political Invitational Debate tomorrow afternoon at the Finley Student Center. Sixteen Colleges from Long Island, New Jersey, and New York, will compete in a debate which will start at 3PM and end at 4:45 PM.

Prizes...

The History Department has announced two prizes in the field of history. The Nelson P. Mead and the J. Salwyche Schapero awards.

The Nelson P. Mead award of $50 in books will be given to the best student in an oral examination covering the entire field of history.

The J. Salwyche Schapero contest is open to all students who are taking or have taken an elective course in history during the academic year 1955-56. The award consists of $50 in books for the best student.

Students interested in entering either contest may obtain further information from the History Department office. Room 318 Wagner.
Femme Sextet Bows, 47-24, To NYU Gals

The women's basketball team suffered its fourth straight defeat, 47-24, losing to New York University, 47-24, in the Stagg gymnasium. The game was dominated by NYU's Evelyn Hamm, who scored two inside points and was named the Violette's offensive backboard. Miss Hamm's high scorers were Lee Irwin, with eight points, and Lee Irwin, with six. NYU's Eveilyn Hannon, who scored six points, was pleased with the girls' game. "The Rams are one of those teams that are 'over our heads' (there are some of them these days), which means that the Beavers will probably drop their nineteenth game of the season. However, the Beavers have shown that they can be dangerous at times as proven by a sixty-two point second half against Rutgers and their overall play in Monday night's Upsala contest. Coach Nat Holman was very happy with the team's Monday night showing. "The team played their best game of the season," the coach said. Prof. Holman has nominated Richie Graber to start at one of the guard positions. "Dick certainly played well against Upsala," he said, "and I think he earned a spot in the lineup." Teammates with five more in the backcourt will visit NYU and the swimming team will play host to Brooklyn's 1,500-yarders. All students interested in joining the soccer squad are requested to come to Lewishon Stadium today from 12:30-2 PM."

NY: Brogden, McCall, Malfltan, Swell, Wegner - 20 NYU: Weinberg, 6 - 11 Bows, 47-24, in the Stagg gymnasium. The game, televised over Channel 13 (WATV), will begin at 8 PM."

"Hopped-Up" Cagers Invade Rose Hill, Face Fordham in TV Clash Tonight

The "new" City College college basketball team, spurred on by its impressive 89-84 victory over Upsala, will tackle a slightly higher-caliber opponent tonight, when they meet Fordham's "Rams" at Fordham's Rose Hill court. The game, televised over Channel 13 (WATV), will begin at 8 PM."

The Rams are one of those teams that are "over our heads" (there are so many of them these days), which means that the Beavers will probably drop their nineteenth game of the season. However, the Beavers have shown that they can be dangerous at times as proven by a sixty-two point second half against Rutgers and their overall play in Monday night's Upsala contest. Coach Nat Holman was very happy with the team's Monday night showing. "The team played their best game of the season," the coach said. Prof. Holman has nominated Richie Graber to start at one of the guard positions. "Dick certainly played well against Upsala," he said, "and I think he earned a spot in the lineup." Teammates with five more in the backcourt will visit NYU and the swimming team will play host to Brooklyn's 1,500-yarders. All students interested in joining the soccer squad are requested to come to Lewishon Stadium today from 12:30-2 PM."

Fordham has been going like house afire lately. After dropping ten of their first thirteen decisions, the Rams have come on to take four of five against major teams, Connecticut, Army, LaSalle and Georgetown. The Beavers have had a double overtime affair with Villanova. Fordham's starting line-up will probably consist of Ed Hayes (6-4) and Bob Rees (6-2) at the forwards, center Mike Cashman (6-4) and Ed Bugnava (6-6) and Jim Cunningham (6-4) at the guards. Cunningham is the Bronxites' high scorer, averaging 18.1 points per game. Coaches Bill Koch has Bill McCandless, Billy Lyons and Ronnie Kuhn always ready reserve. The freshman game starts at 6:30 PM.
Prizes... The History Department has announced two prizes in the field of history, the Nelson P. Mead and the J. Salwyn Schapiro awards. The Nelson P. Mead award of $50 in books will be given to the best essay in an oral examination covering the entire field of history. The J. Salwyn Schapiro contest is open to all students who are taking a course in a history elective in courses during the academic year 1955-56. The award consists of $50 in books for the best essay. Students interested in entering either contest may obtain further information from the History Department office, Room 323 Wagner.

WVCC Seeking Funds; Will Accept Commercials

BY PETER FRANKELM The Beaver Broadcasters (WVCC), the College's radio station has requested and received permission from Dean James S. Peace (Student Life) to seek advertising contracts that will enable the station to function on a self-supporting and possibly a profit-making basis.

Several other colleges throughout the country are making similar arrangements with advertisers. In exchange for the mention of their programs on the air, they pay for the upkeep of the stations.

Aaron Janowski, program director of the station, requested $50 from President Bess (Student Life) for a fund today. The money is needed for a microphone, a turntable and some decorations. However, with these items the station will be able to go on the air.

According to Janowski, advertisers will not sponsor programs until the station is already running. WVCC cannot begin operations until the necessary equipment is purchased.

The amount of revenue received from the advertiser will determine the type of programs presented, and the size of the listener audience. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology radio station receives $100 a day from advertisers, because of a smaller listening audience, WVCC hopes to get a few thousand dollars a year from commercials.

The station will broadcast from 11 AM to 3 PM, Monday through Friday. They may also broadcast sports events, club notes, and drama productions. In addition, it will broadcast musical interviews with radio and television personalities, and pass a weekly report from Dr. Galagher.

Radio Station WVCC has 1,000 popular records to the broadcasts. Langone-Wittman has also given the station two electric clocks for its studio.

Junior students with the ability to hold the station any place on the campus. It will be at 531 kilocycles, just below WMCA.

SG Sponsors Driving Class Starting April

Applications for a Driver Education course are now available in Room 313 Finley Student Center. The program is sponsored by Student Government (SG).

Two courses will be offered. One is a ten-hour course of shift driving and will cost $30, and the other includes six hours of hydraulic driving for $23. There will also be four-hour lesson. Lessons will be given near the College.

The program will begin on Thursday, April 12. Further information can be obtained by calling the Fordham Auto Driving School at PO 7-6577.

In addition to the course, the Driver Education Agency will hold an orientation program on Thursday, March 22, in Room 106 Wagner Hall. Admission is free.

The Driver Education program was inaugurated at the College in 1954 by SG President Ira Kloss. Last term more than thirty students participated in the course.

Flick...

The film "A Star Is Born," starring Judy Garland and James Mason, will be shown Monday and Tuesday in Town.

The theater includes six hours of a dead heat for first position. The Knights' scoring power is one of the reasons for the undertaking of opera-

Hoopsters Face Queens In Television Encounter

By BOB MAYER Sign of the times... The City College basketball team must defeat any of the municipal college teams, to be performed by the Hillel Players, led by Lois Zuckerman. Hillel Players will be performed on Purim to commemorate the defeat of the tyrant Haman.

All those attending the function are asked to wear costumes, but those coming without them will be provided with masks. Tickets to the function are fifty-five cents for Hillel members, and seventy-five cents for non-members.

At one PM, Mr. Marvin Feinstein (Classical Languages) will speak on the subject "The Poetess Rachel." Refreshments will be served following Mr. Feinstein's talk.

Hillen Presents Purim Festival

Hillen will hold its annual Purim Festival tomorrow at 3:30 PM at Hillen House, 473 W 140 St.

Included in the evening's entertainment will be the College's song, "Who's Who in America," performed by the Hillen Players. Other acts planned for the evening are the Hillel Players, led by Lois Zuckerman. Refreshments will be served following the presentation.

"I am confident," he said, "that students will carry out their present responsibilities effectively, and any additional responsibilities that may be delegated to them in the future."
Trend Not End
When you open the collar of a tight shirt you feel somewhat relieved. That’s how we felt today when we saw Daniel P. Brown’s revised report on the operation and management of the Finley Student Center.

There was, indeed, a change for the better. Now, with the Board of Managers directly responsible to Student Council, there is an increased measure of accountability of its actions to the representatives of the students. So much for the relief.

Otherwise, the document remains an elaborate schematic of a hierarchical cobweb, complete with a crop of fresh managers directly responsible to Student Council and the directors of the Student Center. Still, we hope the revisions that were made will mark a trend and not an end.

Sweet Music
When the Folk and Square Dance people sashayed off campus to protest membership lists, we wondered just how the Administration would manage to link their action to a devious political background. After all, the whole disagreement is fostered by fearful political clubs and fomented by headline-crazy newspapers, isn’t it, SCPSA?

At any rate, that was the view in evidence at their last meeting, when in devious fashion, nothing at one another’s view, they defended a measure to exempt political clubs from the lists.

Even that measure, however, was way off the track. It has been proven that most of us at the College are against forced investigation of a student’s activities—and most of us do not belong to political organizations. We need more clubs like the folk dancers to hammer SCPA with that fact, although the august body persists in confusing mass protest and majority opinion with terrorism. Still, with its present membership, it seems likely that they will go on assuring themselves that everybody’s out of step but SCPA.

SOS
For want of a nail a battle was lost and now perhaps for want of a mike and turntable a voice may be lost. Our own City College radio station, WVCC, is now sounding special funds from President Buell G. Gallagher to equip a station in the Finley Student Center. With a little financial support to guide its early steps, the station can easily become an important asset to the College.

Present plans call for the transmitter’s range to be somewhat restricted to the South Campus. But while the station’s voice may be weak, the variety and uses of its programs are almost unlimited. Already in possession of a large record library, WVCC could pipe both classical and popular music into the lounges.

College theatrical groups whose presentations are now limited by the costs of formal production could perform an extensive repertoire at little cost. Future engineers could gain valuable experience while operating the technical end of the station. Possibly, this could even lead to an educational radio station operated by the College.

Guiding Lights . . . by Basci
Question: What do you think of the proposal to charge a fifty cent admission to SG’s Friday Night dances?

Helens Mann UF1: I don’t think admissions should be charged to these dances because they are a service of Student Government.

Morry Winner UF3: We paid a $10 registration fee. That should be enough to cover the dances. Don’t make fewer members show up by charging admission.

Lynette Lisi U1: I don’t think admitting is a bad idea to alleviate the financial pressure placed upon SG. Those students who attend the dances will go regardless of the fifty cent admission fee.

George Singer UF3: I’m thoroughly against it. If an admission is charged, only couples will attend, and this will defeat the purpose of the Friday Night Dances.

Diana Ehrlich UF3: If admission is charged to the dances, they will lose two-thirds of their popularity.

Lynney O’Leary UF1: If BG charges admission, they might weed out those who come to the dances just to sit and talk and take up space.

Leon Gould U1: This term, I’ve paid the highest registration fee ever and there hasn’t been any tangible increase in services on the part of the College. Hunter students are not paying as high a fee, but they do pay for dances. I feel we should reduce our fee and charge a reasonable fee.

Barbara Hartstein UF1: No comment. I’m too busy.

Ed Exams...
Applications for the qualifying examination in written English will be available on Monday, February 27 in Room 231 Shepard. The test will be conducted on Thursday, March 15 from 12:30 PM. Appointments for the oral English exam may also be made at the same office.

Amongst our tests you are fitted to be an international welder.

Running a mile in 3 minutes, 54 seconds is not a bad idea. But to be lamped with a 5 kilometer race is simply trying to be silly. For want of a nail a battle was lost and now perhaps for want of a mike and turntable a voice may be lost. Our own City College radio station, WVCC, is now sounding
rackmen Tie for Third

CTC Relay Tourney

The College's track team tied for third place in the Collegiate Conference relays, Wednesday at St. John's College in New York. The cindermen also officially took second place in the CTC Indoor Championship started in January on 11.

In scoring nine points for the tie place tie in the relay meet, the Beaver team of Al Roach, Bill Plummer, Al George and George Best placed second in the mile relay with time of 4:34. This event was by the most exciting of the event meet. Roach finished leg a few yards ahead of the and Plummer, running painfully, opened the gap. First well, but was overtaken by Dave Jones of Adelphi, who finished second in the anchor leg. Best led the gap steadily and lost last as a foot. Had the race five more yards the Beavers could have picked first position.

The Beavers, who have finished second in the mile relay the last five years, were entered in the tournament this season.

Second in CTC

In coping second place in the second CTC Indoor championships the Beavers tallied eight and one-half points in two of the three holdover events. Joe Werfel led, then for first in the pole vault, clearing the bar at eleven feet. Werfel won the event last year. Gene Sherman also placed for the Beavers in the pole-vault, finishing fifth. George Best jumped 19 feet 11 inches, in the broad jump, good for third place.

The Beavers finished twenty-nine and one-half points in two of the three holdover events. Joe Werfel led first for first in the pole vault, clearing the bar at eleven feet. Werfel won the event last year. Gene Sherman also placed for the Beavers in the pole-vault, finishing fifth. George Best jumped 19 feet 11 inches, in the broad jump, good for third place.

John Marciniak led the sharpshooters with a mark of 280 and 279, respectively. For the first time this season Sal Gentile was not far behind with a score of 278. He fired a deadly left-handed, hook, led the scoring with 278.

The Beaverettes fell behind in the first quarter and increased the lead at the end of the first period. The girls trailed 14-7 at half time. The first time this season the girls tallied 21 points, while the poor 1,302 for Cooper Union. The hoopsterettes, was pleased with her shooting. Helen Irwin tallied eight for the losers. John Marciniak led the sharpshooters with a mark of 280 and 279, respectively. For the first time this season Sal Gentile was not far behind with a score of 278. He fired a deadly left-handed, hook, led the scoring with 278.
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The Misses, Gentile and Olin stole the show with quick passes and passes. Miss Olin, sporting some fancy passes, was pleased with her shooting. Helen Irwin tallied eight for the losers. John Marciniak led the sharpshooters with a mark of 280 and 279, respectively. For the first time this season Sal Gentile was not far behind with a score of 278. He fired a deadly left-handed, hook, led the scoring with 278.
Basketball... (Continued from Page One)

Queenamen with sixteen points in their loss to the Beavers, while Hill and Saddinger each scored fifteen.

Bob Dody (6-3), will probably fill the right forward slot for the Knights.

In addition to Levy, the Beavers will be counting heavily on about four-inch George Jensen, one of the most improved players on the squad. Always a top scorer, Jensen went into a cold scoring slump in midseason. A short stay on the bench seems to have been the right medicine for him, however, because since returning to the starting lineup he has led the Lavender attack.

The Beavers' bustling 5-8 guards, Stan Friedman and Joe Benincasa, will fill the backcourt. Both have looked good in recent games, particularly on defense, and it will be their task to stop Base and Sadliger.

Co-captain Ralph Schefflin will round out the Lavender line-up, with sophomore Bob Silver also slated to see a good deal of action. The experienced center will be for yearlings. Post time is 6 PM.

Jim Zoubandis

Fencers Face MIT in Finale

The College's fencing team, sporting a 4-3 record, will face its final opponent of the season tomorrow, when it travels to Cambridge, Massachusetts, in order to cross weapons with Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) at 2 PM.

Norm Zafman, the Beavers' leading epeeman, will not make the trip with the squad as he is back in Cambridge with a virus infection. Sophomore Al Michelucci is expected to replace Zafman in the Lavender starting array.

On Wednesday, Zafman, along with his regular epee mates, Jonas Ulenas and Tony Urciuoli, recorded a third place finish in the American Fencers League of America (AFLA) Washington Square Epee Open competition held at the Downtown Fencers Club.

Tomorrow's clash marks the initial meeting between Engineers and the Beavers in a fencing match. Coach Edward Mill, who is as unfamiliar with the Techmen's personnel as is his squad says, "We don't expect much trouble from the Massechussets team, but anything can happen. The fact that New England schools are always in fine condition because of their good training program and excellent facilities will help them considerably."

Elliot Mills, the College's number one sabreman, will attempt to extend his eleven-bout winning streak. Marty Wething, the team's three-weapons man, willabinet Mills in the sabre division, as will Manny Fineberg.

Captain Morty Glassman, Joel Wolfe and Paul Tannenbaum will comprise the Beavers foil aggregation. Lucia has been pressed with the switch he made early in the season, when he moved Wolfe into the foil division from the epee.

The Beavers now sport a winning record tomorrow when it meets Brooklyn Tech in the last dual meet of the season. The contest will be held at the Poly pool, at 9 PM. The Beavers now sport a winning record, having won four of their last six meets.

Coach Jack Rider is one of victory over the Techmen tomorrow will be the last of the season. His starting status is doubtful for the meet, he has led the Lavender attack.

The Beavers' bustling 5-8 guards, Stan Friedman and Joe Benincasa, will fill the backcourt. Both have looked good in recent games, particularly on defense, and it will be their task to stop Base and Sadliger.

Co-captain Ralph Schefflin will round out the Lavender line-up, with sophomore Bob Silver also slated to see a good deal of action. The experienced center will be for yearlings. Post time is 6 PM.

Jim Zoubandis

1. SUPERIOR TASTE
So good to your taste because of superior tobaccos. Richer, tastier—especially selected for filter smoking. For the flavor you want, here's the filter you need.

2. SUPERIOR FILTER
So quick on the draw! Yes, the flavor comes through L&M's exclusive Miracle Tip. Pure white inside, pure white outside, as a filter should be for cleaner, better smoking.

Make Today Your BIG RED LETTER DAY!